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FONTS AND CLIPART

Follow me

First grade teacher born and 
raised in Kansas who has a 
love for organization and 

helping other teachers create 
a fun and engaging classroom 

experience.



Print, Cut, 
Staple and GO!

Included:
- Short summary of each type 

of weather
- Fill in the blank pages for class 

discussion
- Writing (predictions, opinion 

and summary)
- Weather tracker that helps 

students practice graphing 
skills

- Answer key for fill in the blank



Presented by Meteorologist  _________________

Favorite Weather
My favorite type of weather is 

________________because_____
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

_________________________.
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Winter weather
My picture of WINTER 

weather:

Traits of winter weather:

1. It is very _________
and ____________.

2. The USA is facing 
_______________ the 
sun.

3. The days are 
____________ and the 
sun goes down
__________.

[                ]weather
My definition of 

weather: 

_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________

____________

The state of the air in a 
certain place and time.

The types of weather 
I know:

1.__________
2.__________
3.__________
4.__________
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sunny
My picture of SUNNY 

weather:
During a sunny day, 
the sun is shining 
bright in the sky. There 
are few or no clouds in 
the sky. The sun 
provides warmth for 
our Earth. But just 
because it is sunny 
does not mean it is hot 
outside. 3

spring weather
My picture of SPRING 

weather:

Traits of spring weather:

1. It is very _________
and ____________.

2. The Earth tilts 
________ the sun.

3. The days become 
_________ and the 
weather gets 
_____________.
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summer weather
My picture of SUMMER 

weather:

Traits of summer weather:

1. It is very _________
and ____________.

2. The USA is facing 
_______________ the 
sun.

3. The days are 
____________ and the 
sun goes down
__________. 12

cloudy
My picture of CLOUDY 

weather:
On a cloudy day, the 
sky is filled with clouds 
that block the sun’s 
light. It can be warm or 
cold on cloudy days. It 
can still be warm 
without the sunshine 
because the clouds are 
able to trap the 
Earth’s heat. 
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Autumn weather
My picture of AUTUMN 

weather:

Traits of autumn weather:

1. It is very _________
and ____________.

2. The Earth tilts 
_____________the sun.

3. The days become 
_________ and the 
weather gets 
_____________.
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windy
My picture of WINDY 

weather:
Windy weather 
happens when warm air 
moves up and cold air 
moves down to fill the 
space. Wind is also 
formed when air is 
pushed into smaller 
areas such as a tunnel 
or in between buildings.
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Weather prediction
I think that the most common weather we will 
see is _______________ because ____________
_________________________________________.

I think that the least common weather we will 
see is _______________ because ____________
_________________________________________.
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Rainy
My picture of RAINY 

weather:
Clouds sometimes 
create rainy weather. 
The rain is held in dark 
(or not white) clouds. 
Once the temperature 
starts to get colder, 
the clouds drop the 
water to Earth. This 
rain then helps our 
plants grow.
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Weather Tracker
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Snowy
My picture of SNOWY 

weather:
Snow is formed just like 
rain but when the 
temperature is much 
colder. As the 
temperature drops, the 
water turns into 
snowflakes. Once heavy 
enough, the snow falls 
to the ground.
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The most common weather was _______________.

I think we saw this weather the most because 
___________________________________________.

The least common weather was _______________.

I think we did not see this weather a lot because
___________________________________________.

Weather review
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stormy
My picture of STORMY 

weather:

Storms are made up of 
rain, thunder and 
lightning. Lightning is 
formed when small bits 
of ice bump into each 
other in the storm 
cloud. All of the little 
bumps create an 
electrical charge that 
shoots to the ground.
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Winter weather
Traits of winter weather:

1. It is very cold and dark. 
(or other adjectives)

2. The USA is facing away 
from the sun.

3. The days are shorter
and the sun goes down 
earlier.

Traits of spring weather:

1. It is very cool and 
sunny. (or other adjectives)

2. The Earth tilts towards
the sun.

3. The days become 
longer and the weather 
gets warmer.

spring weather

Traits of summer weather:

1. It is very hot and dry. 
(or other adjectives)

2. The USA is facing 
towards the sun.

3. The days are longer
and the sun goes down 
later.

Traits of autumn weather:

1. It is very wet and cool.

2. The Earth tilts away
from the sun.

3. The days become 
shorter and the 
weather gets colder.

summer weather autumn weather

Answer key


